
 

 

IR Leader: IRI moving forward speedily - 12 /Mar/ 2009

The Islamic Revolution Leader Ayatollah Sayyed Ali Khamenei in a meeting with the head and representatives of
the Assembly of Experts on Thursday said that bright and positive trend of confronting with different challenges and
problems proved the success and sufficiency of the nation and the Islamic system.

"The nation and government by relying on their faith would foil plots and resist against pessimism. They will
continue the honorable way of glory and progress through their firm ambition and will," Ayatollah Khamenei said.
  
Pointing to some problems in the country, the IR Leader said during the past thirty years the incredible progress of
the nation proved that the nation and government move in the right path with unity in social, intellectual and
emotional fields and could solve any problem in this regard.

The IR Leader advised to apply all efforts for settling the problems and said that some dirty and negative views are
seeking to desperate the people and block the country and people from endeavor and progress.
 
Ayatollah Khamenei noted that the horizon of the country is bright and full of freshness and the nation especially the
young people are hopeful so the individuals should not inculcate pessimism and hopelessness in the country through
their impatience and false approaches.

"The hypocrites were prancing the streets of Tehran and some other regions but now the true and wise movement of
the Islamic system has disappointed the hypocrites and their supporters," Ayatollah Khamenei added.

"This is true that some scientific progress have been planned during the recent decades but more firm ambition and
will are needed for achieving great goals," the IR Leader said.

Pointing to passive reaction of the people who were against the progress of the Iranian nation especially launching of
the Hope Satellite and said that the world scientists shocked by the move.

Ayatollah Khamenei highlighted IRI's medical achievements as another approach of the nation and the Islamic
system against the challenges  said," Today Thousands of home-made centrifuges are working and this reality shows
that the train of the country's progress is moving speedily although some of its passengers ignore it."

The IR Leader lauded massive turnout of the Iranian nation in the 22 Bahman marches and termed it as a sign of
hopefulness and confidence of the nation adding," The Iranian nation always are present at the scene for the sake of
the Revolution and the Islamic system."

Ayatollah Khamenei congratulated the occasion of the Unity Week and the birthday anniversary of the Noblest
Messenger of Allah Hazrate Mohammad PBUH) and the sixth Shii Imam Ja'far ibn Mohammad al-Sadeq (AS) and
said that by this great event in the human history not only the light of faith, Tawhid and spirituality but also the light
of salvation alongside justice and security were born.

The IR Leader highlighted the unity among Muslims around the world.
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Pointing to some differences in viewpoints among followers of different religions, the IR Leader said that these
differences should not change into enmity and not to hurt unanimity and brotherhood among Muslims.

Ayatollah Khamenei reiterated that some organized efforts to sow discord among Muslim countries and nations
revealed deep enmity of arrogant powers with the independence, glory and progress of the Islamic world.

"The enemies of Islam witnessed massive demonstrations in solidarity with the Palestinian people in the Gaza Strip
which played a key role in disgraceful defeat of the Zionist regime. However the enemy will make efforts to sow
discord among Muslim countries and nations," Ayatollah Khamenei said.

The IR Leader termed hoisting flag of Islam in Iran as the main reason for attracting the Muslim nations and said,"
Faith in the Holy Quran and following the great Islam and trying to performing on its bright rules have changed the
Iranian nation into a dear one in the eyes of Muslims and now the Islamic communities have changed into the
strategic deepness of the Islamic Republic of Iran and this issue should not be damaged."
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